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SMARTRURAL PROJECT 
 
SMARTRURAL aims to "elevate" the smart thinking mindset of 
students, academics and rural tourism communities/authorities, who, 
armed with cutting-edge knowledge, strong pedagogical tools and a 
smart thinking mindset and skills, will effectively be able to contribute 
to the transformation of students from a "traditional employee 
temperament" to a "smart thinking initiator mentality". The project, 
which has a 24-month implementation period, aims to create the 
training content required for developing smart applications and creating 
smart business models in rural tourism destinations. It is important to 
build an open training platform that will support the development of 
rural areas. 
 
The SMARTRURAL team consists of 7 Universities dynamically 
involved in tourism development activities in 7 EU countries 
(Lithuania, Turkey, Spain, Slovenia, Italy, Czech Republic, Poland). At 
a European level more than 20 000 people will be informed on the 
project based on an effective and joint dissemination strategy followed 
by all participating countries. By identifying and engaging key relevant 
stakeholders in SMARTRURAL project will assist in receiving 
important feedback and input. 
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SMARTRURAL GOALS 
§ Examine best practices in smart rural tourism development and 

explore their training needs. 
§ Develop a smart rural tourism development training program for 

tourism and rural fields students. 
§ Pilot test the program at EU level. 
§ Finalize the program and integrate it into MOOC 
§ Develop of the book of best practices on smart rural tourism in 

Europe 
§ Organize national dissemination events 

 
SMARTRURAL MOOC PLATFORM 
 

 
 

https://smartruraltourism.com/ 
 
At a time when retraining and upskilling are the norm, MOOCs give 
students and professionals the opportunity to continue their education 
outside a formal university setting. 
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How to login? 
 

 
 
ALWAYS REMEMBER TO LOGIN WITH YOUR CREDENTIALS BEFORE USING ANY 
PLATFORM CONTENT, OTHERWISE YOUR ACCESS WILL BE DENIED. IF YOU ARE 
NOT REGISTERED YET SEND YOUR REQUEST TO SEGRETERIA@ASSOCORCE.IT 
SPECIFYING YOUR NAME, SURNAME, MOTIVATION AND COUNTRY OF DOMICILE. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
This is the HOME and LOGIN webpage to a massive open online 
course (MOOC) test platform for smart rural tourism (SRT) 
development in Europe. 
You have logged into the test MOOC platform of the Smart Rural 
Tourism (SRT) EU Erasmus educational Project. Welcome from the 
SRT Partners ! This MOOC platform is aimed at a lifelong, innovative, 
interactive, short term education in this field. To organize, promote and 
manage Smart Rural acess to Tourism is indeed a crucial challenge, and 
for the Territories' socio-economic development at large, in the post 
pandemia world, as both the EU and the UN point out. 
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https://alfresco.tsunamiclub.it/share/page/ 
 
Countrysides, instead of their congested close-by cosmopolitan towns, 
have in fact now more chances to becoming the preferred hosting 
locations for tourists. The rural appeal is also increasing in one with the 
rising wave of environmental consciousness. We, therefore, hope that 
the various declinations of "smartness" dealt with in this Course could 
be stimulating and effective for the platform's users. 
 
Our aim is obviously to establish a dynamic interactive Community of 
trainers and users capable of growing, after the experimental phase 
ending in December 2021, and become an ongoing educational service 
for the EU and the international public.  
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This is the entrance page to ATTEND ONLINE MOOC COURSE 
As a logged user you can enter this platform area and its set of friendly 
and comprehensive educational Modules. You can enter them from the 
Menu below; they deal with all aspects of “smartness”, such as 
accessibility, sustainability, entrepreneurship, co-creation, 
environmental design strategies and ITC. This Course's architecture 
was developed in collaboration by all Partners, one Module each, and 
supervised within the Training Programme , a Deliverable of the SRT 
Erasmus Project), in charge of Lubiana University - Intellectual Output 
2 (IO2). From rom the Project's text quotations the Training Programme 
is aimed at "tourism and rural fields students, for the development of 
smart rural tourism" (page 3), with a special attention in the sharing 
between the starting Partners' network, and with the aim of building a 
growing "network" among european educational entities (page 62). The 
Programme's conceptual framework is "based on four pillars (p.98): 
promote the smart mindset ot tourism and rural fields students and rural 
tourism communities understand the SRT destination effectiveness as 
an alternative development of rural destinations experience / assess the 
SRT advantages build smart thinking awareness". 
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The Training Programme package includes a useful description of the 
Course Programme test carried out for the Trainers only - the Train The 
Trainers (TTT) event - by Alicante University (page 11 of the Project) 
which took place in november - december 2020; it offered a very 
interesting intermediate "trial run" and evaluation of the whole Course 
from the point of view of the "Educators". The TTT  eventualy was 
turned into a manual (page 99 of the Project) with a face to face 
comprehension of the gaps to fill between the innovative SRT 
programme goals, the existing mehods, and the partial implementation 
of the SRT Project at that phase (page 66). 
 
Modules are based on .pptx (video speaker assisted) tutorials (length ca. 
20 minutes each) for your use. There’s a variable number of them in 
each Module (2-3- or more). The overall development of the slides-and-
video watching phase should cover roughly ten hours; other non-
mandatory (but very useful and enriching) materials are in the Good 
Practices and Gaming Menu Page. This additional phase, containing 
inspiring onfield examples of SRT developments, and usable 
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Teamwork Gaming sessions, would bring the total duration of the 
Course to 20-20 hours. 
 
There will also be some extra time necessary to go through a set of 
“comprehension evaluation” questionnaires, each organized in 10 
closed answers, connected to most of the tutorials. 
 
To prove your advancement in the Course you are required to 
DOWNLOAD locally and view the complete series of Modules' 
Tutorials, including their attached Excel Questionnaires, if present. 
Then you have to answer the Questionnaires fully and correctly. Finally 
you upload again Tutorials and Questionnaires into your own "My 
Files" folder, which you easily find in the Platform's console upper bar. 
Subsequently in some Countries, where a more formal follow-up is 
organized, this comprehension fulfillment enables you to book a formal 
exam to get university credits.  
 

 
 
This is an area where you can find EFFECTIVE SRT GOOD 
PRACTICES IN THE VARIOUS COUNTRIES AND EXAMPLES 
OF SRT BASED EDUCATIONAL GAMING 
Once logged in you can search for any available downloadable 
additional material, supplied by the Partners, not strictly mandatory for 
the Course accomplishment. This is an "in progress" documental space 
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for two types of material divided by Country: A) descriptions of Good 
Practices and B) descriptions of the "Pilot" gaming Course test that each 
Partner carried out during the Project. Both materials correspond to 
milestones of the Project.  
 

 
 
Materials A), in particular - the collection of Country good practices - 
is the documental component of Intellectual Output n.3 of the SRT 
Erasmus Project: The Book of Best Practices, under the coordination of 
Alicante's University. The IO3, from the Project's text quotations, is 
based on a collection of cases in Smart Rural Tourism, selected with the 
help of each Country Partner (2 each) among their most meaningful. 
These cases are useful to evaluate and compare strengths and 
weaknesses of practical experiences, in order to propose "top-quality 
training programs" (pages 3, 66). Or, in other words, a "comprehensive 
Guide on how to effectively develop smart tourism in rural areas" (pag. 
105). 
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Materials B) are the Reports (only optionally available and in progress) 
made by the SRT Partners of their national Course Pilot tests. They are 
composed of a) standardised advertising of these Pilot events, b) 
standardized reporting of the events including games' solutions, 
students evaluations, etc. b) descriptions - usefully repeatable in a 
various situations at different educational levels such as high schools, 
universities, business, and vocational trainings - of 5 Teamwork gaming 
exercises for each Country.  
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This is the info page to use THE NETWORK, COMMUNICATION 
TOOLS AND TO BOOK YOUR FINAL EXAM 
Find out here about the main communication procedures and tools for 
the SRT users, from the basic registration references procedure to the 
"threaded" email communicator, the teleconference rooms and the 
exam booking. 
 
 

 
 
Use the test SRT MOOC platform SEARCH ENGINES to find the SRT 
material you need. 
  
There are two ways for extracting relevant titles from the platform's 
docu according to your queries: 1) the boolean search 2) the 
categorization search.  For the boolean search, which is based on word 
recurrency, you have to enter the elements of your search in the white 
box at the right hand side of the main platform console's menu bar (the 
one with the magnifier icon). You can also personalize your search on 
one or more sections and items of the platform. 
Use the boolean operator covering the SRT repository area to find out 
topic matches with materials of all kinds or use the categorization 
instrument which follows multiple query settings based on the type of 
documentation (URL references, Bibliography, Video, etc.), the 
technical field (according to the 7 Modules of the Project), the Country 
in reference if it is the case. 
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At the last section, you can find the PLATFORM ASSISTANCE, you 
can contact for any question or problem in using platform here. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Don’t forget to log out of the platform from the upper menu bar when 
you finish your session!  
 


